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/arwaucd:
HE SOVIETS may well live to regret that
they arrested Nicholas Prychodko on a false

accusation, and kept him three years in prison
and in Siberian forced labor camps. For by this
action they turned a quiet junior professor,
whose only writing was on the new farm ma-
chinery which the Soviet Union needed, into a
political pamphleteer who has pledged his life to
the breaking of the tyrannieal Soviet regime and
the freeing of his Ukrainian people.

In this, his second booklet, Prychodko opens
up a subject of which a great deal is going to be
heard during the next two or three years,
whether or not we have by that time come to war
with the Soviet Union. This is the question of
actively supporting opponents of the Soviets
wi,thin th.e USSR, developing an anti-Stalin Fifth
Column there, as Stalin has developed an anti-
democratic Fifth Column all through the rest of
the world.

Prychodko is convinced that the weak joint
or Aehilles Heel of the Soviet Russian Empire is
the long-suppressed craving for freedom among
the minority peoples, such as the Ukrainians, the
Baltie peoples, the Georgians, the Kazakhs and
others. The 'Western democratic nations, the
author believes, should encourage the hopes of
these minority nations by promising them sup-
port in securing their independence; and when



war comes, as he believes it inevitably will, we
should give active aid to the native underground
movements which would then come into the open.

This might seem to be so much to our ad-
vantage, as well as being in accord with our prin-
ciples of freedom for all peoples, that there could
be no argument against it. There is, however' an
argument constantly raised against such a throw-
ing of our support to the minorities of the USSR,
and that is that it would lose us all possibility of
an anti-soviet movement amongst the Russian
people, the majority people, who control most of
the important posts in government, industry and
the armed forces. Some on our side argue that
here is where we should encourage revolt, and
point to the big Vlasov Movement of \forld W'ar
II, under German sponsorshiP.

Prychodko deals very severely with this ar-
gument, believing that it is fostered by Russian
emigres, who while anti-Soviet, are still in favor
of Russiam domination of the other peoples of the
USSR. Personally, I would find it hard to believe
that there are no Russians at all who would agree
to freedom for the minority peoples of the Russian
Empire. But Prychodko has gathered together a

mass of material to prove his point; he comes from
the spot; and an assoeiation of nearly two yearst

has convinced me of his complete sineerity.

(V/ ilLnoo (V/ oorlod., :

Foreign Ed,,itor,'SATURD AY NIGHT -", Toronto'



altenu,tiae otber- than
uictorg or death . . .,,

George Washington

RUSSIAN JANUS
To a great majority of the people in the

Western W'orld, Russia has always seemed-and
still seems-a sort of an unsolved sphihx. Even
such a seasoned politician as Winstbn Churchill
has called Russia "a riddle wrapfed mystefy
inside an enigma.r'

This is hardly surprising. For Russia has
always scrupulously hidden her true face from
the rest of the world. She has -never hesitated to
employ falsehood, shameless lies and evasion to
shield her crimes and to gain the sympathy of
public opinion abroad. While carrying out a
colonization program she managed to appear in
the role of a peace promoter; while seeking stra-
tegic bases for new conquests she donned the
mantle of a crusader.

Today's Russia-the Soviet Urlion-has im-
proved on the backward Tsarist methods and
tactics in masking herself. 'It is for this purpose
that she created the Iron Curtain through which
penetrates only that which will benefit the in-
terests'of Russian imperialism.

On this side of the curtain-the benign mask
of the Janus-promises of paradise; on the other



side, the pockmarked monster of terror and
slavery.

The world is not to see the true face of the
Janus. If it did, Russia would lose all chance of
conquering the world. Were rit possible to expose

this face, it might be possible to check Russia's
expansion without the atomic or the hydrogen
bomb, for she would lose all her sympathizers
abroad, duped as they are by the false propa-
ganda of a "workers' paradise" in the USSR.

It is impossible to know Russia-and more
so Soviet Russia from her official proclamations
in the international forum. It is impossible to
know her from her falsified history books or her
biased literature. It is also impossible for the
tourist or visiting delegate to know her. Her own
people, who have lived long years under her rule,
have had the best opportunity of knowing her,
as have also such alert ambassadors as William
Bullitt and Walter Bedell Smith.

It is a pity that millions of people in the
Western World are even today more inclined to
believe Moscow's propaganda troubadors than
those who, through bitter experience, have an
intimate knowledge of the dnternal and external
tactics of Russian imperialism and can reveal
this "great enigma."

Let us compare the promises of the Commu-
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nist ideologists (Marx, Lenin and, if we may be
permitted, Stalin) with Russia's present state.

(1) Under Communism the state as an in-
strument of force is to grow steadily weaker and
eventually wither away. In the USSR, however,
as nowhere else in the modern world the state
apparatus has been made more oppressive. It
has taken everything under its control, and its
implements of compulsion-police force, prisons
and concentration camps-surpass rin their scope
and brutality even those of Hitler Germany. In-
deed the Soviets learned much from Hitler, as he
did from them. This state apparatus goes so far
as to attempt to control not only human actions
but human thoughts as well.

(2) The promised dictatorship of the proleta-
riat has become a stern, undisputed dictatorship
of the Politburo, which consists of a small group
of hardened professional politicians. The prole-
tariat is granted only a miserable existence and
the right to boisterously applaud every decision
of the Politburo. It cannot fight for a betterment
of living conditions, through strikes for example,
as is done in the democratic countries. The
punishment for the slightest attempt at organiz-
ing a strike is death. Even being twenty minutes
Iate for work is punishable by a one-year pnison
sentence.

(3) Communism promised freedom of
speech and thought, freedom of religion and as.



sembly, and the Stalin Constitution of 1936
"guarautees'l these. And what is left of. these.
promises in ,the USSR ? Complete subservience
of the press to the state; fifteen million political
prisoners who may have harbored a critical
thought; churches torn down or turned into shops
or amusement centres, while thousands of bishops,
priests and the faithful have been murdered.

(4) Communism promised true democracy
and free electi-ons. Instead, the USSR is ruled by
a totdlitarrian dictatorship of the Politburo and
at elections the voters are presented with a one-
slate'ticket, the names on which are chosen by
this same Politburo.

Today's Russia is an imperialist nation to
the nth'degree, with an all-embraeing monopoly
of state capitalism and a totalitarian police re-
gime, She is the true heir to the imperialist po-
licies of the Tsars, but on a grander scale, with
aspiration to dominate the entire world. The pro-
paganfla of Communism is only a mask for her
tque aims, and a clever scheme to dupe people
thrrcughout the world into helping to achieve
them. Communist ideology is cleverly designed
tb have a universal appeal, and build up a world-
wide Fifth Column.

The idea of creating and using a Fifth Co-
lumn abroad is not original with the Politburo. It
goes back, of eours€, b the wooden horse of Troy.



And other Russian regimes have used such tactics
since early times. In this same way Russian ex-
pansion was always cloaked with ideological
pretenses.

The seizure by Tsar Ivan Kalytta and his
followers of free non-Russian lands was prepared
and carried out under the slogan "Unifying
Russian Lands."

The brutal conquest of the Don Cossack
lands, the Ukraine, the Crimea and the Caucasus

- was explained by a noble wish to '.'liber ate"
these Slav "brethren" from the domination of
their rulers, to take them under the wing of
"Mother Russia" and to protdct them from a
possible aggression. :

When setting out to seize the Turkish
Straits, the entrance to the Mediterranean, Rus-
sia presented herself as the protector of all Or-
thodox Christians. She marched on Constanti-
nople on the pretext of wanting to plant an Ortho-
dox Cross on the mosque of St. Sophia. But she

also explained her aggressive policies in the Near
East as protection of Islam from English im-
perialism !

' Preparing a war against the Austro-Hunga-
rian Empire, Russia proclaimed herself the "de-
fender of all Slavic peoples," That was her'ideo-
'logical slogan foi the First World War.

But in the 'fliberatedT territories Moscow
always set her own appointees to rule, enforced
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her own laws, and used terror and liquidation to
assimilate the population. Resistance leaders,
then as now, were beheaded or slowly tortured to
death on Solovietski Island, or in the dread dun-
geons of the Fortress of Peter and Paul at St.
Petersburg.

Moscow, then as now, launched her aggres-
sions only when she saw a chance for victory and
when she already had well in hand all territories
gained through previous aggressions. She was
always very cautious in the face of superior force
and firm policies.

"Not strai,ts, nor shi,eld nor cross-
It's nout a planetorg plan!
The rush of Moscanu's treaclterg
Will spill across the ocean."

S. Malanuik

Red Moscow still continues these tactics today,
with shrewder and more flexible devices however,
working on a world-wide scale.

Having little military strength or a ready
fifth Column, after the 1917 Revolution, Red
Russia not only put on the mantle of a peace-

loving nation but agreed at Brest-Litovsk to sur-
render vast territories conquered earlier: (Ein-
Iand, the Baltics, Poland, Bessarabia, Armenia).
Having suppressed all national and social resisL
ance, having destroyed all that could lead to the
weakening of the Russian Empire, by 1939 she
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commenced her aggressive war with F,inland
(population three million) and as usual called
it a defensive war.

Apart from this open aggression and the
bloodless Fifth Column conquest of Mongolia,
there was the "liberation" of the Balts, Czechs,
Rumanians, Bulgarians and Hungarians from
their governments, as well as the "liberation" of
the Western Ukrainians from Polish rule.

Occupying these countries Red Russia did
not deviate, in general, from the tactics of White
Russia. First of all, she appointed her own people
to take charge of those nations: Beirut in Poland,
Gottwald in Czechoslovakia, Ana Pauker in Ru-
mania, Kirchenstien in Latvia, and so forth.
These bosses are Russia's representatives, gradu-
ates of Moscow's political school. They occupy
their posts only as long as they blindly carry out
all orders of the Politburo. The slightest suspi-
cion of disobedience witt at the best find their
ashes placed in an urn in the Kremlin wall, next
to the urn of Dimitrov, Moscow's erstwhile rep-
resentative to Bulgaria.

Moscow is adept at hoodwinking the popula-
tion of newly-occupied countries; everything is
done on the pretext of bettering the living condi-
tions of the working class. In such cases she has
never yet suffered from want of shrewd and mas-
terly propaganda.
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1 Thele is no hope that Moscow will surrender
these territories aq a resglt of diplornatic dis-
cussions. Only force can oust her, a.n eventuality
from which .she has been continually saved by the
irresolute. politics of the West. Nor does she in-
tend to stop with these immense acquisitions. She
is'now reaching out for world domination, reach-
out for our freedom.

For this phase she used a different tactic.
The old slogans of Moscow's imperialism are now
out-of-date. The slogan calling for the World Re-
volution of.the proletariat and the establishment
of the so-called people's democracy, is just one of
the new slogans, wholly contrary though it may
be'to the nature of anti-democratic Moscow her-
self.

But, in case of necessity and when convenient
Red Moscow resurrects the slogans and tactics
from the archives of White Moscow. For example,
to rectify her almost disastrous situation at home
during World War II and to make a good impres-
sion abroad, the Soviets re-introduced the officers'
epaulettes which, in 1917 - 20 the Communists
had cut off the shoulders of White Russian officers

-along 
with the skin underneath.

: : Even before the outbreak of the Second
World War Communist Moscow changed its tune
on the Tsars. They became the "unifiers of Rus-
sian lands.'l This glorification of the most brutal
names of Moscow's imperialism-Ivan Kalytta,
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Ivan the Terrdble, Peter the Great, etc., still goes
on. For Red Russia is the successor and
perpetuator of the imperialist traditions of those
Tsars. She has surpassed all of their conquests,
and dazzled by her success will keep right on
going.

In the same spirit she boldly proclaimed
"freedom" of religion and otganized a patriar-
chate which is an agency of the Kremlin not only
in the USSR but abroad. Though one has only to
read the Soviet newspapers to be convinced of
the absolute lack of freedom of religion in the
USSR, nevertheless the patriachate remains; it
is still useful for Moscow's propaganda purposes.

Also extracted from the archives is the slo-
gan about "Pan Slavic Unity" which makes pos-
sible such things as American-Slav Congresses.
fn one of his public statements, Watson Kirkcon-
nell, president of Acadia University, Canada,
gave documentary proof that the organizers of
the "Slavic Congress" in Canada (and apparently
in,other countries) rilere Communists. This role
is also played by "Peace Congresses". There is
no reason to doubt that they organized these con-
gresses on Moscow's instructions. It seems in-
credible that the governments of the Western
World, particularly the U.S.A. and Canada,
should permit such undermining tactics to be
employed against them. The argument that de,
mocracies must insure freedom of assembly
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should not apply in this instance because such
meeting are instigated by Moscow to subvert
the democracies.

Moscow's ideological preparation to rule the
world does not rest with this. She never passes
up an opportunity to show herself in the role of
a benevolent protector of the wronged. Having
imperialistic designs on Iran and Iraq, and other
countries in the Near East, Moscow proclaims
herself a close friend and protector of the Mos-
lem world against "Anglo-American imperial-
ism", even though on her own territories she has
constantly carried out a Iiquidation policy to-
wards Moslems. I know of this from Moslems
who were with me in Siberia.

In order to gain wider support among world
Jewry Moscow played the role of a defender of
the Jewish nationalist idea even though at home
she combats this idea. She liquidates Zionists,
the Jewish Zionist press, religion and, in general,
every symptom of Jewish nationalist movement.
Here defence of a Jewish national home in Pales-
tine was motivated solely by a desire for military
and espionage bases. Now that this plan has failed
Moscow courts the Arabs.

Moscow professes herself a most fervent
defender of all enslaved peoples, in order to
assure a Fifth Column in India, Indonesia, a-
mong the American and African negroes, and
other colonial natives, while on her own terri-
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tories she ruthlesly stifles all evidence of nation-
alist liberation movements among the minority
of the peoples of the USSR. Which of the colonial
countries has exterminated 7,000,000 people

through a famine organized for that purpose as

was done in the Ukraine in 1932-33 ? In which
colony were there 9,432 workers, peasants and

intellectuals shot in the baek and secretly buried
in a "Park of Culture and Rest" as was done by
Moscow in 1937-38 in the town of Vinnitza in
the Ukraine ? From which of the colonies were
5 million people carried away to slave labor in
concentration camps? Moscow's hypocritical and

cynical policy, concealed under an ideal of
brotherhood and freedom of all nations, is only

an imperialist game which furthers her drive

for eventual world domination.

One who is gullible has only to view Soviet

films which are exported to the American conti-

nent, to peruse Soviet publications for foreign

consumption, to hear the phonograph records of
melodious songs and music, made espeoially for
export, to listen to Moscow's radio broadcasts,

and lastly read Stalin's "interview" in "Pravdar"
Feb. 1951, to come to the conclusion that the

USSR is the most peace-loving nation in the

world, standing on guard for the highest ideals

of humanity !
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NAOSCOW'S "[OVE OF PEACE" AND HER
,,DEMOCR,ACY"

Moscow expends millions for this propa-
ganda and I have been astonished to see the
results it achieves in the trusting democratic
world; and not only among common people-she
often succeeds in winning zealous supporters
among people in high positions-as Alger Hiss.
Back in 1943 a top government official in the
U.S.A. made a public statement that never,
in all her history, was Russia guilty of aggres-
sion; on the contrary she herself had always
been the victim of aggression from outside.

Such a statement is either a sign of complete
ignorance of Russian history, or of a pathetic
desire to pay Russia an unmerited compliment.
Even a casual knowledge of Russian history
Ieads to wholly different conclusions, for Russian
history is a senies of bigger or smaller aggressive
wars aimed at the acquistion of territories and
markets, or for the purpose of spreading Mos-
cow's influence.

After all, even Karl Marx knew this. In
1853 he wrote in the New York Tribune, basing
his facts upon the territorial gains of Russia
after the reign of Peter the Great, that the
Rusian boundaries had been advanced towards
Berlin, Dresden and Vienna by 200 miles; to-
wards Stockholm by 630 miles; towards Con-
stantinople by 500 miles; towards Teheran by
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1,000 miles. These new aquisitions doubled the
territory she formerly held in Europe.

In his speech last April before the American
Publishers Association, Herbert Hoover, former
president of the U.S.A., recalled different phases
of Russian [istory which reveal continuous
aggression by Moscow's imperialism since the
days of Peter I. He also stated that since the
conclusion of World War ll, Moscow has taken
a dozen countries and subjugated 600,000,000
people.

Here is the historical record of Russia's ag:-
gressrive conquests:
1487: Subjection of Greater Novgorod by Ivan

III and expansion of Muscovites to the
Arctic Ocean.

1553: Conquest of Khazan.
1556: Conquest of Astrakhan.
1558-61 : Expansion through White Ruthenia to

Latvia and conquest of Smolensk.
7582: Begrinning of expansion into Siberia.
1617: Peace of Stolbowo and partition of Kar-

elia between Moscow and Sweden.
L667: Peace of Andrusiw and partition of the

Ukraine between Moscow and Poland.
1689: Advance to Komchatka, in far eastern

Siberia.
1696: Conquest of Azov.
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1700: Treaty with Turkey to settle cession of
Azov and adiacent territory.

1703 : Founding of St. Petersburg in Ingerman-
land, conquered from Sweden.

L72L: Peace of Nystadt with Sweden. - Acquis-
ition of Latvia, Estonia, Oesel, Ingerman-
land and West Karelia with Vyborg.

L723: Acquisition from Persia of western coast
of the Caspian Sea with Derbent and
Baku.

1739: Cession of Azov by Turkey.
t743: Peace of Aabo. Annexation of other areas

of Finland, to the Kymene Riiver.
L773: First partition of Poland and occupation

of the greater part of White Ruthenia.
L774: Peace of Kutschuk-Kainardschi. Annex-

ation of Black Sea coast from the Don to
the Bug and the Karbada.

L775: Suppresion of the Cossacks in the Uk-
raine.

1783: Annexation of the Crimea.
l79L: Peace of Jassy. Settlement of the Dnies-

fur frontier.
1793: Seeond partition of Poland and occupation

of all Ukrainian territory, with the excep-
tion of Eastern Galicia, and of the remain-
der of White Ruthenia and Minsk.

L795: Third partition of Poland and occupation
of Lithuanra, White Ruthenia and Cour-
land.
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1801: Annexation of Georgia.
1809: Peace of Fridrikshamm. - Sweden cedes

the whole of Finland and the Aaland
Islands.

1812: Peace of Bucharest. Cession of Bessarabia
by Turkey.

1815: Congress of Vienna. Incorporation of
Poland in Russia.

1828: Peace of Turkmantscai. Acquisition of
Erivan and Nachitschivan from Persia.

1829: Peace of Adrianopolis. Annexation of the
Danube Delta and the greater part of the
Black Sea coast of the Caucasus.

1858: Annexation of Amur territory in Siberia.
1860: Annexation of Assuri.
1864: North Caucasus finally subjugated and

Circassians expelled to Turkey.
1868: Beginning of advance to Turkestan and

conquest of Samarkand and Bokhara.
1873 : Occupation of Khiva-Turkestan.
1875: Acquistion of Sakhalin Island, northern

Japan.
1876: Occupation of Kokand (Turkestan).
1878: Congress of Berlin. Annexation of South-

ern Bessarabia, Batum, Kars and Arda-
han.

1881 : Subjection of all Turkestan.
1898: Lease from China of Kwangtung with

Port Arthur and Dairen.
1900: Occupation of Manchuria.
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1939: Annexation of Western White Ruthenia.
1940: Annexation of West Karelia with Viborg

and other parts of Finland. Annexation
of Bessarabia and North Bukovina. An-
nexation of I-lithuania, Latvia and Es-
tonia.

L944: Attack against Finland from Leningrad
and eapitulation of Finland.

L944: Renewed occupation of Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania by the Red Army. Occu-
pation of the Western Ukraine. Occupa-
tion of the Balkan states: Rumanria, Bul-
garia, Hungry.

t945: Occupation of Poland.
Annexation of all Ukrainian territories
into the Soviet Union. Founding of "Peo-
ple's Republics" in Czechoslovakia, AI-
bania and Yugoslavia under the influence
of Russia.
Eastern Germany drawn within the
sphere of Soviet influence.

L945: Occupation of North Korea and Manchur-
ia.

t949 - 50 : China under Bolshevik influence.
1950: Rusian-inspired attack on South Korea.

In his book, "Towards the Understanding
of Russia", a Polish publicist W. Bonchowski
confirms, on the grounds of documented histori-
cal facts, that during the last 200 years Moscow
has been at war for 128 years, only four of which
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were a defensive war. Yet, in spite of every-
tlrring, Moscow has always succeeded in masking
her aggressions as unavoidable acts of defence.

At the beginning of her war with Germany
Moscow cried crocodile tears because Germany
had broken the Nazi-Soviet friendship pact and
without warning attacked the USSR. It is true
that Germany attacked unexpectedly and at the
beginning was unduly successful in the east with-
out enduring many losses. But it is also an es-
tablished fact that Moscow had planned to do
exactly the same to Germany, only a little later.
Before the German attack came she had concen-
trated along her western frontier 150 divisions,
several tank corps and many Air Force units.
She awaited the time when her partner-Ger-
many-and the allies would wear themselves out
so that she noight step in and "liberate" Europe
and the whole British Commonwealth.

It is a grave misconeeption that Russia
fought the Iast war, against Nazism, for demo-
cratic rights. As is known she had concluded
a fniendship pact with the Nazis, and supplied
Hitler with an enormous amount of food, oil
and war materials, and only an unforeseen turn
of events forced her to fight on the side of the
Allies-which gave her an opportunity to ap-
pear as a defender of democracy.

The Russian Empire, however, has noth-
ing in common with democracy. Democratiza-
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tion of rit is inconsistent with its very existence.
By adopting a democratic order Russia would
have to grant a free voice to all the nations
subjugated by her and in that event the Russian
Empire would cease to exist. This was evident
in 1917, after the liquidation of Tsardom, when
rdne independent republics arose on its terri-
tories.

During parleys between the newly formed
Ukrainian Republic and Kerensky's govern-
ment, the Russian representative, "democratic"
Tseretelli, announced that to save a great whole
they would not hesitate to annihilate the small,
(meaning the Ukraine). There is no reason
to bel'ieve that the views of Russian "democrats"
about democratizing Russia are different to-
day. It can also be said with certainty that in
the event of a defeat of the USSR the present
Russian Empire Would disintegrate and free
democratic republics, of the now enslaved min-
ority nations, would be created on her territor-
ies. Bussia would be left with only her ethno-
graphic territory, a population of no more than
70 million and a relatively small economic po-
tential.

Red and White Russian "democrats" are
well aware of this fact and for that reason they
strenuously oppose any manifestation of na-
tionalistJiberation movements on the part of
the other nations in the USSR. They call this
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"fanatical nationalism,,, ,,insane fanaticism,r,
"foreign intrigue", etc. At the same time they
present themselves as humane eosmopolitans,
benevolent guardians of the .,free family of na_
tions", in the role of elder brother.

MANIA OF MOSCOW'S MESSIANISM

Under cover of Communist .,humanitarian-
ism", the Red and the White Russian imperialists
preach, whenever convenient, Russian Messian_
ism.

In the new satellites, for example, the Rus-
ians are introducing a compulsory course in the
Russian language. This step is explained by
saying that the Russian Ianguage will open doors
for them to the aehievements of Russian culturg
science and technology, the ,,highest in the
world." They stalwartly maintain that every-
thing Russians do is best. Not only in propagan-
da but in lectures at universrities the Russians
elaim to have invented the steam engine, intern-
al combustion, the electrical generator, the tele_
graph, radio, aeroplane, printing, and praetically
all major inventions in all branches of seience.
It is not surprising that Moscow should cap these
claims with one that America was discovered,
not by Columbus, but by seamen from the north-
ern shores of Russia, away back in the eleventh
century !
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Rusians have never hesitated to take credit
for other people's accomplishments. For in-
stance, the famous composer Tchaikowsky was

not of Russian but of Ukrainian and French

stock. The sculptor Antykolsky and the com-

poser Rubinsterin were Jews; the composer Bort-
niansky was Ukrainian, and Hlynka was a Byelo-
russian. Tolstoy was a descendent of Russified
Germans; Dostoevsky, Pushkin and Znukovsky
were not Russians either. Yet, Moscow proclaims

them to the whole world as the leading represent-
atives of Russian culture.

Here is what the White leaders of Russian

Messianism are saYing abroad:

"Russia, not of today but of the future, will
prove to be a refreshing wine which can revive
a, exhausted world. The Russian superman'
bearer of a new solidarity, alone can deliver hu-

manity." (Calendar of the Russian Nationalist-
Workers Association, I\{unich, 1948).

And further:
"Through the ages we have produced a high-

er cultural type, not found anywhere else in the

world-a type with a universal yearning . ' ' "
It is as a result of this "yearning" that Mos-

cow has expanded the territories under her rule,
from a modest Tsardom to one-fourth of the en-

tire earth's surface; and now dictates her will
to almost one billion PeoPle?
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Is it as a result of this "yearning" that peo-

ple of this "higher cultural type" threw into their
concentratiou camps 15 million people?

Is it as a result of this "universal yearning"
that Moscow desires to dictate to the whole
world ?

The wild idea of Russian Messianism is not
a product of the Red Kremlin. It was born in
Moscolv's White Tsardom and expanded itis
pretensions with the expansion of the Russian

Empire. Even sorne lvhite Russian emigres

share it: seduced by the glamor of Russian vic-
tories, and seeing in the restoration of prestige to
the Army and the Church a revival of Imperial
Russia, 6,000 Russian emigres returned "home"
from France after the Second World War, to
serve tlte new Tsar Stalin.

Red Moscow today is only carrying on the
old imperialistic policies of White Moscow. The

Socialistic appeals of Communism are only used

as a smoke-screen for her political game.

Not realizing this, Hitler played into Mos-

cow's hands by seeking advisers among Russian

emigres. As a result he forfeited the best

trump-card he had in the East-the anti-Russian
ferment of the enslaved nationalities.

RUSSIA'S PRESENT AGGRESSION

"W'e do not want foreign lands . . . " Stalin'
Today, after gaining control over a great
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part of Europe, Moscow's Messianism is reach-
ing its height. She now calls herself the work-
ers' capital of the world. Since the marin barrier
to the realization of her aim is the U.S.A. her
attack is directed mostly against that country.

In the face of American power Moscow is
forced to maneuver. In her official declarations
she claims that the idea of ,,the possibility of
peaceful co-existenee of the two systems _ Com-
munist and Capitalist - is the Ieading principle
of Soviet policy abroad,,, (pravda, 1g50-official
commentator for foreign affairs, A. Leontiev).

Is that what Stalin thinks? In his letter to
M. Horky, a prominent Russian writer, Stalin
once wrote z " . . . We are not exacily against
war. W'e are against an imperialist war because
it is a counter-revolutionary war; but we are for
a liberation war against imperialists, nothwith-
standing the fact that such a war, as we know,
is not devoid of horror and bloodshed. It will
even be full of horror and bloodshed.,,

Such a formula makes a good cover for any
aggression. The world already knows what con_
sequences are evoked by stalin's "liberation war.,,

The current statements made by Stalin,
Molotov, Gromyko, Wyshynsky and others are all
a part of the game. This becomes obvious when
we observe Moseow's policies in the satellite
states, in the u.N. and elsewhere. Moscow feels
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that she is not yet adequately prepared for an
intercontinental war, and only for that reasou
talks of her peaceful intentions. How reliable
such expressions are is evident from President
Truman's statement that the Soviets had broken
39 out of 40 agrements they had made with the
U.S.A.

Back in 1936 Stalin told Roy Howard, the
American publisher, that: "Export of revolution
is folly." Yet at that very moment Moscow was
seeking by all means to export revolution to
Spain, including aviation equipment, tanks and
thousands of agents. Now she has accomplished
a similar feat in China, and continues to "export"
revolution to Korea, Iran, France Germany and
even to the American and African continents.

Having gained control over a vast territory
in China, Russia-so warns the American High
Commissioner in Germany, John J. McCloy-is
now concentrating a great deal of attention on
preparations to seize all of Germany. The Kor-
can experiment is obviously only a trial effort

What Stalin ealls a revolution is actually the
anti-democratic domination by Moscow of other
nationalities. It is interesting to note that his
teacher, Lenin, was more frank in his remarks
when he announced that he wouldn't hesitate be-
fore the destruction of two-thirds of the world's
people to secure the triumph of Communism.
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Russia is looking forward to disagreements
between the democratic countries and an economic
crisis in the U.S.A. When one of the Soviet's
most distinguished economists, Eugene Varga,
announced, on the basis of his analysis of econ-
omic factors in the U.S.A., that no crisis could be
expected there at present, the Politburo called
his announcement hostile and relieved him of his
high post. Now, however, their faith in him has
been restored for he has been appointted econ-
omic d,ictotor of Hungary.

MIIITARY PREPARATION AND "ANTI.DEFEATIST"
PROPAGANDA

'(We will fight the enemy on his own terri-
tory . ., " Marshal Voroshilov

Russia not only awaits an appropriate mo-
ment for assault, but her preparations for it are
in full swing wherever she has gained control or
influence. According to P. Shandruk, a Ukrain-
ian general, in "Svoboda" No. 61, 19b0, Russia
has the following military power at her com-
mand : 7 fully equipped Armies, 17 Mech anized
Corps, 2L9 Artillery Divisions, 11 Mountain Br,i-
gades, 7 Cavalry Mechanized Corps, 119 Special
Battalions, 3 Air Force Divisions, lZ7 Air Force
groups and 11 Parachute Brigades.

In other words, while reassuring the world
with peaceful declarations, and spreading
"leace Petitions" Russia has equipped and ready
for action, around 4,000,000 soldiers, 27,OOO
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planes, 40,000 tanks, and 350 submarines. Be-

sides, she has a dependable NKVD army of about
400,000. Finally, according to the editor of the
British "Intelligence Digest", Kenneth De Cour-
cy, Russia iis now manufacturing 4 atom bombs
per month.

Such preparations can only mean aggres-

sion on a world-wide scale. They clearly show

the reliability of Stalin's announcement: "We
do not want foreign lands."

Taking into consideration that in case of an

armed clash Russia can also utilize the man-
power reserves of her European satellites, Mon-
golia and China her strength is certainly for-
midable; it could even lead one to believe that
Russia is invincible.

Russia herself fans the myth that she is in-
deed unconquerable. The psychological effect of
this ptays an important part in her aggression
policy abroad. This kind of propaganda is also

widely spread in the USSR itself. During the
long years that I lived in the Sov'iet Union there
was not a day that I did not either hear on the
radio, see in the movies, or read in the newspa-
pers propaganda that the Red Army was uncon-
querable. I often heard or read on posters, the
over-confident words of Marshal Voroshilov:
"W'e will fight the enemy on his own territory,
wherever he aPPears."
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Under the influence of this dncessant pro-
paganda, I too once believed that nowhere in the
world was there a force strong enough to defeat
the Red Army. I was dumbfounded to see it roll
back in panic from the first blows of the Ger-
man army. It took two years for it to recover
sufficiently to advance again, thanks in part to
American aid.

The USSR with all its military power is in
many respects a Colossus with feet of clay. It has
shortcomings and contradictions which do not
jibe with its propaganda of invicibility any more
than with the feeling of defeatism in the Western
world which it is trying to stimulate. There are
any number of arguments against this .,Russian
invincibility."

1. German war documents show that Ger_
many, with 8,800 fighter planes, almost wiped out
20,000 Soviet planes; with 2,000 tanks the Ger-
mans' overpowered 40,000 Soviet tanks. Obvious-
ly two factors were concerned here: the Russian
planes were of inferior quality, and Russian fliers
and tankmen had not the technical skill of their
enemies. Perhaps the greatest of all soviet weak-
nesses in modern warfare is the lack of skilled
operators and repairmen.

I heard from escapees from the Red Army
that often at the front when parts for tanks or
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planes were ordered tractor or combine parts
would arrive in their stead, or parts would be of
the wrong size. This is due to the constant dis-

order which reigns in Russia; though in some

instances it could be sabotage.

2. The reserve man power of the Soviet Union
and its satellites is not nearly as great as the
reserve man power of the Western world' The

USSR and its European satellites have a popula-

tion of 270 millions, while the nations of the At-
lantic Pact, plus anti-Communist Turkey, have

384 millions. The reserve man power of China,

far removed from the European field of action,

cannot play a major role, especially with its low

technical skill and the transportation difficulties
of the USSR which can be defined in this way:

Soviet weaknesses in transport could a factor
of great importance. In proportion to her ter-
ritory Russia has only one-tenth the railway net-

work of the U.S. The USSR production of trucks
is barely one-tenth of that of the U.S.A. Russia's

transportation system has always been, and still
is, its weak point and might be further weakened

by attacks from the air.
In all her past wars Russia has never shown

any regard for the cost in human life. The loss of
7,500,000 killed and many millions wounded in
the second world war is a good illustration of
the utter disregard for human life in the soviet
Union.
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Past and recent history tells us that the old
Russia as well as present day USSR were suc-
cessful at wat only when:

(a) their physical strength was overwhelm-
ingly superior.

(b) they were at war with an opponent who
was disorganized on the home front.

(c) when their opponent was unarmed in
policitical and social ideas and propaganda.

Under any other circumstances Russia has
always lost. In 1904, starting a war with Japan,
Russia boasted that she would "defeat the Japs
with caps", but ended with an ignominious defeat
for herself.

In the First World War Germany actually
destroyed Russia's military forces and adminis-
tered a severe defeat (just as she would have in
the Second World War) had not the Allies come
to Russia's defence and had not the Germans
themselves adopted their stupid politics in the
East.

At the beginning of the "defensive', war with
Finland the Kremlin had repeatedly boasted of
the ability of the armies from the Leningrad
area to smash the "Finnish fascists,, in a few
days. But, as we already know, the huge Soviet
armies after six months of fierce fighting were
still unable to break the resistance of heroic ritile
Finland, which had taken an immense number of
Soviet prisoners.
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From the very first days of the war the Red
Army rolled back in panic and in first seven
months 3,900,000 Red soldiers and commanders
gave themselves up to the Germans. The facto-
ries ceased to function. On the collective farms
and state farms the commissars poisoned or
burned millions of tons of grain and destroyed
farm machinery. Factory equipment, farm pro-
ducts and different other materials earmarked for
removal into the interior lay in piles rusting and
rotting because all transportation was paralyzed,
by the bombings and the disorganization of labor.

Queues outside the shops grew into thou-
sands and the populace eagerly awaited the Ger-
mans expecting with their coming democracy and
national freedom. The Kremlin myth of invinci-
bility vanished into thin air. Russia was saved
from certain defeat only by Germany's stupid
policies, by the 11 billion-dollars of Lend-Lease
aid from the U.S.A., and the Allied bombing of
Germany.

A Third World War might see this experi-
ence substantially repeated. The Soviet Russian
Empire could be completely disintegrated if the
democratic world were prepared for all-out parti-
gipation in the war of ideas. These are the slogans
the West could use with devastating effect:

1. Liberation for the subjugated peoples of
the USSR.
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2. Assurance of the principles of the Atlantic
Charter.

3. Restoration of the land to the peasants;
free retail and wholesale trade, but industries to
remain nationalized.

These slogans answer the wishes of the ma-
jority of the population inside the Iron Curtain.
It is for these slogans that UPA (Ukrainian In-
surgent Army) and insurgents of other nation-
alities are continuing their bitter struggle
against the Kremlin, amid unbelieveable terror.
In spite of over twenty years of violent efrort,
Moscow has been unable to crush this liberation
movement. This movement undoubtedly played a

role in the disintegration of the Russian front at
the onset of the Second World 'W'ar, and it could
very well be the decisive factor in bringing defeat
to Moscow in a future confliflct.

Many Red tanks, planes and artillery pieces

are in unreliable hands. This can be corrobo-
rated by the fact that since the conclusion of the
war at least 150,000 Soviet soldiers and officers
have deserted and taken refuge in Western Ger-
many. One bf such deserters is W. Shapochnikov,
son of the Soviet marshal and former Chief-of-
Staff B. Shapochnikov.

A strenuous liquidation of leaders of nation-
alist resistance, as well as Communist leaders, in
the satellite countries conflrms the fact that even
here the USSR is uncertain of support in her
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plans for conquest. The extensive purges in Cze-
choslo.rakia and Bulgaria and the mass executions
in China are further proof of this. An overwhelm-
ing majority of the people in the satellites, who
have experienced Moscow's domination in prac-
tice, will rally to the side of the Western powers.

Even Russia's economic potential confirms
defeatism as groundless. For illustration let us
consider these figures:

Production for 1950:
Steel : U.S.A., 96,700,000; USSR (maximum

estimate ), 29,7 00,000.

Coal : U.S.A., 548,000,000 tons; USSR 290,-
000,000 tons.

Oil: U.S.A., 1,973,000,000 barrels; USSR,
217,000,000 barrels.

Many other analogous flgures could be quoted
in comparing other branches of economics of the
USSR and the US.

While there is no valid reason for defeatism
or fear of the USSR, its cunning and shrewd-
ness should not be underestimated. It may be
wholly expected lhat while making loud protesta-
tions of peace offers, and other trick maneuvers,
Stalin could be at that very moment giving orders
for a surprise attack on Europe and America,
without a formal declaration of war.

On the other hand Stalin may go on organiz-
ing new "Korean wars" in Iran, Germany, Yugo-
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slavia while seemingly preserving neutrality until
the time is ripe for a perfect assault.

ERRORS IN THE EAST AND OUR NEGTECTED AIIIES

In spreading her propoganda of invincibili-
ty, Russia makes a big play of her victories in
the past.

It is true that Charles XII of Sweden, Napol-
eon and Hitler suffered distastrous defeats on
Russia's vast territor,ies. However, these were
not due to Russia's military superiority. There
were more important causes which should be
considered. In all three cases, lack of a sound
political policy was the basic reason for failure.

In the Oxford History of Eastern Europe,
rit is emphasized that the sole practical political
combination of Charles XII in his march on Mos-
cow was his alliance with Ivan Mazeppa, a Uk-
rainian hetman. Apart from this Charles neglect-
ed the necessary political measures. Hence, even
though atthat time, 1709, Rusia was on the verge
of collapse, Peter I won the war, simply by ex-
ploiting the existing political antagonisms to his
own advantage.

With Napoleon's seizure of Poland and Bye-
Iorussia, and his invasion of the Ukraine, the
morale of the Russian army dropped to a low ebb.
If at that time Napoleon had proclaimed the in-
dependence of these subjugated nations and an
end to serfdom in Russia, he might have under-



mined Russia's military might. Instead, he
fought the peasant uprisings against Tsardom.
Later, as a result of fierce Russian propaganda,
those forces turned against Napoleon. He then
realized his mistake but it was too late.

Hitler, it seemed at first, had a better under-
standing of the signif,icance of the infunse an-
tagonisms betrareen Russia and the peoples en-
slaved by her. When he first pushed east he

seemed to be in favor of independence for those
nations and for that reason was very successful.
Later it became evident that that policy was only
a false maneuver. To Hitler's misfortune his
maneuver was quickly recognized by the national
minorities Hitler had no intention of al-
lowing freedom to the population of these areas
which he reserved as "Lebensraum for the Ger-
man people." He unscrupulously destroyed all
nationalistJiberation movements which spontan-
eously sprung up everywhere in the occupied ter-
ritories, and in this manner incurred the wrath
of the insurgent forces in the Ukraine, Poland,
and Byelorussia. Hitler's desire to gain the east-
ern territories for colonization, regardless of the
interests of the native population, and his mass
liquidation of prisoners-of-war, were important
reasons for his defeat in the trast.

Hitler's later reliance on General Vlasov and
his Russian liberation army was sheer political
nonsense. Under no circumstances could it have
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been effective against Russian imperialism. For
not too many Russians were found to be eager to
fight against Stalin. They take pride in his con-
quests and his aspirations to world domination.
During the Second World War there ,were no Rus-
sian unti-Communist parti,sans, whereas the par-
tisan struggle against Russa was very active in
the enslaved nations, the Ukraine, Poland, Byelo-
russia, the Baltic states, the Northern Caucasus,
and the Crimea.

Nor were there any Russians among those
partisans. Wallace Carroll is mistaken when he
advocates; "Fight a Russian with a Russian," in
Life, Dec. 19, 1949. It would be more precise to
say "fight the Russians with the people they have
enslaved." It may be that when Mr. Carroll said
"Russian" he had in mind people of other nation-
alities whose lands are occupied by Russia. In
any case it seems to have been left to conjecture,
a practice that may well lead to misunderstand-
ing and even a repetition of the catastroptr,ic mis-
takes which others have made in the East.

It may be well to mention this fact (and it
can be attested to by v',ell informed people) that
Party circles in Nloscow were very happy over
Hitler's decision to remove Gen. Von Brauchitsch
from his post in the East because he was in fa-
vor of giving independence to the submerged na-
tions. The adoption of such a policy might have
resulted in a catastrophe for Russian imperialism.
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It would have made millions available for mobil-
ization against the Muscovite Empire.

Russia strove with atl her power to help

confirm Hitler in his policy of repressing the
minority peoples of the U.S.S.R. She even man-
aged to infiltrate members of her Intelligence,
Sevriuk and Opperput, into the closest oircle of
Hitler's advisers on Eastern politics. They were

later discovered and shot but that was already in
1943 when the German army was retreating'

One may even be suspicious as to whether

Vlasov was not actually an agent of Russia's
game to d,ivert German policy in a direction most
profitable to Russia. There are several suspicious

facts about Vlasov. He had been given the most

responsible assignments, such as commander of
the First Front at the beginning of the war, and

of the defence of Moscow. At one time, with
Stalin's personal approval, he was assigned to a
speoial mission in China. He emerged without
a- hint of any suspicion against him from the big
army purge of 1937-38. He had never been

wronged by Moscow before his defection' And if
he was indeed executed after the war it might
have been to safeguard a secret of a scheme so

that it might be repeated in the future, should

need arise.

The Vlasov affair, in any interpretation,
even though it may seem paradoxical, only has-
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tened Hitler's defeat rin the East because it ban-
ished the hopes of the enslaved nations and de-
mobilized their huge potential forces.

Therefore, looking at Russian victories from
a historical aspect and taking into consideration
facts stated previously, there are no grounds to
assume that Russia is unbeatable.

MOSCOW'S GAME BEHIND THE SCENES AND THE
ACHILTES HEEI OF THE USSR

As an illustration of Russia's game behind
the scenes, we should mention here the "under-
ground" otganization, Trust, which was created
by the NKVD itself. This organization operated
in L922-27 and ,its purpose was solely propa-
ganda.

At that time the Russian Empire was politi-
cally, economically and militarily weak. It was
afraid of outside intervention which at that time
might have brought it to ruin. An "underground"
otganization, "the Trust", was operating inside
the USSR and was organizing a revolt.

Moscow's tactic was to place experienced
NKVD agents in this "underground" Trust -alongside prominent monarchists. The head of
Trust was the assistant chief of the NKVD -Artuzov.

Trust contacted the executive body of Rus-
sian emigres and through them the governments
of several European countries. It's message



was not to undertake an attaek on Russia because
she was On the verge of internal upheaval ! (Simi-
lar rumors are circulated today. So writes, more
or less, of a possible revolt in the USSR D. Dallin
in his new book "New Soviet Empire"). They ap-
peal to monarchist emigres that outside interven-
tion would split up the Russian Empire, and
hence should not be attempted. This argument
was effective, &s it is the common cause of
all Russians to preserve the Empire intact and
unclivided, come what may.

Even Alexander Kerensky, one of the most
eminent leaders of the Russian emigres, wrote
in "Vestnik", in 1946, that he would bow before
Stalin if Stalin would safeguard Russia's inter-
ests from Leningrad to the Dardanelles and Sak-
halin, and give the people freedom.

Trust leaders operated so cunningly that
they enticed W. Shulgin, well-known leader of
a Rusisan monarchist organization abroad, to
visit the U.S.S.R. He stopped in Kiev, Lenin-
grad, and a few provincial towns and was pro-
foundly impressed by the "might" of Trust, as
it was demonstrated to him.

He had not the slightest inkling that its lead-
ers, as well as the members of the conspiratory
gatherings faked especially for his benefit, were
NKVD agents.

Returning abroad, Shulgin enthustiastically
related his obseravations of Trust and its activi.
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ties and scoffed at warnings that it might be an
NKVD game. Furthermore, on the advice of
those agents, he wrote a book entitled "Three
Capitals". The contents of the book were actual-
Iy dictated by the NKVD and in order not to hurt
the "underground otganization" through careless-
ness, Shulgin sent the copy for approval to the
"underground" headquarters of Trust in Mos-
cow ! The corrections were made by the deputy
commissar of the NKVD, Artuzov.

The NKVD Trust not only influenced west-
ern policies, but also drew into its "Under-
ground" work (and later liquidated) the few
active monarchists who were still at large in the
USSR.

One of the most active members of Trust,
Opperput, lured W. Savinkov, a prominent lead-
er of Russian emigres, in to Soviet territory.
Savinkov was dangerous to Communist Russia
and so had to be liquidated. When he realized
that Opperput led him into an NKVD trap he
committed suicide. This same Opperput, under
another name, became Hitler's adviser on east-
ern politics and, as mentioned earlier, was dis-
covered and shot, in L943, when Hitler had al-
ready lost decisively in the East.

No doubt Moscow's super-agents are work-
ing today, through methods yet unknown, to steer
western politics in a direction most favorable to
Russia, just as they in Alger Hiss an agent in the
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American delegation at Yalta. In the past they
have always tried hard to bring aboul conflist
between her opponent and the nationalist move-
ments of people dominated by her, who consti-
tute her greatest danger.

Today, while continuing her game beh,ind
the scenes, Russia has built up her military
strength to a greater degree than at any time
in her history. Her Fifth Column abroad is
stronger than ever before. But at the same time
her internal national and social antagonisms are
more intense. She tries to conceal these from
the eyes of the world behind the Iron Curtain
and even triies to create an illusion of good re-
lations between the government and the people,
and between the different nationalities.

One method of hiding those antagonisms is
to falsify elections. How could gg 1-B per cent
of the people vote for Satlin when the USSR has
about 15 million slave laborers, plus all their rela-
tives, among the voters? This is nothing but a
lie to fool the West, and it has succeeded to some
degree. In this the Russian emigres also lend
a helping hand, because although opposed to
Communism, they will nevertheless always try
to hinder any attempt to dismember Russia.

"Better a wicked dictator than cut up Rus-
sia's live body," said Kerensky who, it seems,
enjoys the confidence of American political cir-
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cles. A leading Russian emigre publication, the
"socialist Journal", Feb. 20, 1950, ran an article
by a well known leader of theirs, I. Abramovich,
in which he writes the following about the Krem-
lin leaders: "They are despots and tyrants, dic-
tators and executioners; they are guilty of many
crimes against the people except one; they are
not dismemberers of Russia." That "one" is
evidently the most important "one" in Abramo-
vich's opinion.

It is no wonder, then, that the Russian and
Ukrainian "Voice of America", being under the
influence of people near to the "Socialist Journal"
builds its programs from the point of view of
an undivided Russian Empire. Those programs
do nothing to stimulate the Ukrainian and other
national minorities struggle against Russia.

These and other facts leave little doubt that
the main concern of Russian emigres is Russia
and not America. Too much faith and trust in
their advice can only lead to more blunders in
Eastern politics.

Here is a br,illiant example of the success

achieved by the Red and the White Russians:
Analyzing the line of politics of the council of
"experts of European politics", Walter H. Wa-
goner wrote in the New York Times (March 12,

1950) that in the opin,ion of this council, the
Russian people (obviously what is meant is ttre



population of the USSR) have felt the effects of
more than a g'eneration of thought control and
Communist party orientation. The people, as a
result, more often than not identify themselves
with the Government and identify this, more
often than not, with Soviet Communism.

Apart from being wrong this point of view
is harmful to the U.S.A. How can we talk of
identification of the people with the Government
,in a country which harbors 15 million political
prisoners, especially if we take into consideration
that those prisoners are comprised of peasants,
Iaborers, intelelctuals ; that is 

- the plain people.
Landlords, manufacturers, high officials and of-
ficers were all liquidated in the first years of the
Bolshevik Revolution. Again, each of those 15
million slave laborers has at least four relatives
or close friends who are still free, who foster the
same thoughts and feelings as those prisoners.
According to this simple calculation there are at
Ieast 75 million potential enemies among the So-
viet masses.

Where then is the logic of thought of identi-
fying the people with the Government ?

While the Russian people constitute about
40 per cent of the population of the USSR their
numbers in the eoncentration camps do not ex-
ceed 5 to 8 per cent. I know this from personal
experienee, having spent some time in a Siberian
concentration camp. The vast majority of these
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prisoners consists of nationalities subjugated by
Russia: Ukrainians, Kazakhs, Byelorussians,
Poles, Balts, Caucasians Azerbaijanians, etc.
They found themselves in these concentration
camps because in one way or another they had
protested against Moscolv's colonial policy in
their country. In some cases where they did
not actually protest it was suspected that they
would protest under certain circumstances.

Who can argue, therefore, that the popula-
tion of the USSR identifies its nationalism with
Soviet Communism ? It could only be someone
who is consciously acting on behalf of Moscow,
or one who is completely misinformed.

Having lived under the Soviet regime for
24 yearc I have had thousands of opportunities
to learn that the mass of the population there,
especially those who are not of Russian nation-
ality, has waited in the past and will continue to
wait in the future for outside intervention. It
sees in such intervention the only salvation from
Kremlin rule. For under the conditions prevail-
ing there, under an all-embracing terror and
spy-system, it is impossible to conceive of an
internal revolt. Walter Lippman is badly mis-
taken when he declares that when Stalin dies
there will be an immediate revolt and the satellite
states will free themselves. This could happen
only if simultaneously with the death of Stalin
the all-powerful NKVD, with its immense appa-
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ratus consisting of several millions and controll-
ing not only the population but the Government
and the army, were to mysteriously liquidate
itself.

For this reason it is more likely that, as some
writers have asserted, a new dictator to replace
Stalin will be installed by none other than the
leader of the NKVD. The fact that this will not
correspond to the will of the people is beside the
point. Perhaps this is not readily comprehensible
to the people of the W'estern World rvho are used
to electing their Ieaders by democratic processes.
There, behind the Iron Curtain, such a possibility
is precluded, and that is why the population
awaits a blorv from outside. Only then will it be
able to express its true aims and desires.

I witnessed the events of Lg4]- when the
masses of the Soviet people impatienily awaited
the coming of the Germans expecting that this
would lead to the introduction of a democratic
order, the abolition of slave Iabor and the miser-
able income of agricultural and factory workers,
and finally the establishment of the right of na-
tional self-determination.

During the first seven months of the German-
Soviet war three million nine hundred thousand
officers and men of the Red Army gave themselves
up to the Germans. I witnessed the fact that
thousands of Red Army soldiers hid anywhere
they could near the front liue in order to be able
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to give themselves up. It wasn't because they
were cowards; they simply did not want to fight
in defence of Muscovite slavery. I saw how the
German leaflets dropped from aeroplanes, prom-
ising the abolition of Communist regime and the
re-establishment of national freedom for the
peoples of the USSR, had a thousandfold greater
effect upon the army and the population than
bombs dropped from the same aeroplanes. In
those areas where such leaflets were dropped the
NKVD and the local Communists used the most
drastic methods to have these leaflets collected
and destroyed. The reading of such leaflets was
forbidden under penalty of death.

The world press brings reports from time to
time about the struggle for liberation going on in
the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Poland, in the Baltic
countries, and in the CaucaSus. Five years after
the war these partisan activities still continue de-
spite the most drastic efforts by Moscow to sup-
press them.

Although the Government in Moscow has
thousands of times the military strength available
to these partisans, yet it cannot liquidate them.
The reason for this is that a nationalist-liberation
movement fights for an idea. Its roots draw life
from the very depths of the national masses which
give it every encouragement and support. With-
out such support these movements would be
doomed from the start.
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Since the very inception of the Communist
regime Moscow has conducted periodic purges in
the national republics, and particularly in the
Ukraine. These purges are practically a yearly
occurrence and usually end with mass deporta-
tions of potential opponents of the regime. What
do these mass deportations of national groups

from the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Poland, the Baltic
states, Kazakhstan, Crimea, etc. signify? Surely
not that the peoples of the USSR identify their
nationalism with Soviet Communism.

Even in the most severely censored press of
the Soviet republic you w,ill find reports which
testify to the fact that a continuous struggle is
carried on by Moscow against nationalistJibera-
tion movements (the Communists refer to them
as "bourgeois nationalism") in the various
Soviet republics. In order to screen this chronic
ailment of hers from the world, Moscow has

recently stopped the supply of these newspapers

to foreign correspondents and to subscribers

abroad.

One could quote many analogous facts which
betray the many deep antagonisms existing be-

tween the people and the Government of the

USSR. To anyone who lived many years in the

USSR the assertions made by "experts on Euro-
pean politics" that in the USSR the population

identifies itself with the Government and also



identifies its nationalism with soviet commun-
ism, are completely incomprehensible.

It also seems obvious that Generar Bedeil
Smith, who made a somewhat deeper study of
internal conditions in the ussR duiing his stay
there as American Ambassador, would not agree
with such an assertion. In his book ,,My Three
Years in Moscow" he points to the antagonisms
which exist between the people and the Govern-
ment of the ussR and confirms the existenee of
powerful national separatist feelings, especially
in the Ukraine.

One might partially agree with these ,.ex_
perts on European politics,, if one assumed that
the population of the ussR consisted exclusively
of Russians. For it is true that the Russian
people, who have the privileges of the ruling race,
are generally better disposed toward the Commu_
nist regime. It is a well known fact that even
during the war there was hardly any anti-soviet
activity in the ethnographic Russian territory.
No wonder then, that, upon the conclusion of the
war, Stalin proposed this toast at a banquet in
the Kremlin, on the 24th of May, Lg45: ,,i drink
to the Russian people, the foremost of the nations
of the USSR. The faith that the Russian people
had in the soviet Government was a decisive force
which assured us of victory. My thanks to the
Russian people for their trust.,, Obviously Stalin
had no reason to say the same thing of oth""
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nationalities who make up 60 per cent of the po-
pulation of the USSR.

These millions of subjugated peoples are in
fact the great potential force which may become

a priceless ally in any struggle with the Russian
imperialism. One of the main reasons why Com-

munism won in Russia following the First World
War was that the Allies ignored this force, in
spite of the fact that nationalist liberation move-
ments in Russia had played a big roll in the
downfall of the Russian empire. Instead of sup-
porting this potential the W'estern powers sup-
ported the misguided restoration of "one-and-un-
divided" Russia.

No one thought of exploiting the nationalist-
liberation revolts throughout Russia. Denikin,
Kolchak and W'rangel, who had the support of the
Allies, fought against the nationalist movements
more vigorously than they did against Lenin's
Red Guards, thus rendering Communist victory
secure.

Unfortunately one cannot say that today the
W'estern World has adopted any thing like a

serious attitude towards this vital problem of
Eastern Europe. One finds frequent sympathetic
references to the nationalistJiberation movements
of the peoples of Asia and Africa but hardly any
reference, on the part of the American press or
American official political thinkers, to the colonial
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subjugation of almost a score of nationalities on
the territories of the USSR.

It would seem to me that the policy makers
of the lYestern World, notably those of the United
States, might very well take an interest in some
of the docurnents presented at the Convention of
the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, which took
place in Edinburgh June L2, L4, 19b0. Under the
present strained conditions, created by Moscow
throughout the world, it seems somewhat naive
to object that action in support of the liberation
movements within the USSR would be tanta-
mount to "interference,in Soviet internal affairs,,.

'Where are the internal affairs anywhere in
the world in which the Soviets do not meddle?
Whenever the smallest nationalist liberation
struggle becomes evident anywhere outside of
the Iron Curtain the USSR immediately becomes
the aggressive defender of those who are .,en-

slaved by Capitalism". Why should not the West-
ern World seize the same weapon which is sb
energetically wielded by Moscow ? Apart from
other things, this would strengthen the moral
authority of the West before the majority of the
people of the USSR, and would provide the basis
for a valuable alliance in case of a military clash
with Moscow.

There is more than one instance of this type
of duplicity in Moscow's foreign relations. Take
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the Korean conflict for example; Moscow pro-

voked it; Moscow placed the ammunition in the

hands of the Korean communists and told them

international policY.

Moscow begins her anti-Western propaganda

with the children in kindergarten. The western
World, Pre-
sented who

dream the

USSR rins
the mighty land-owners and the old serfdorn'

"Everything in the USSR is superior to
everythingl in the West." With this motto, plans

are laid for preparing the population for a con-

quest of the Western World.

AGGRESSION BY PROPAGANDA

"slntses cannot def eat free peopleJ'
Ernest Bevin

This logical idea was expressed by the late

Ernest Bevin at a conference of ministers of the

four great powers in 1950, when he considered

the possibility of a conflict between the USSR and

the western world. But before we accept this
idea we must take into account that since 1917
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the powerful propaganda apparatus of the USSR
has used every method to drive into the heads ofits slaves that they are the freest peopre in the
world, and that their noble duty is to beeome in-
struments of destruction of sravery in the west-
ern world and thus fulfiil the mission of the
Russian people. Even though this propaganda
is disgustingly monotonous and annoying it has
brought results, primarily with the youni." g.rr-
eration which knows only the sovi.i *ry of life.In addition, it is impossible to carry on any sort
of counter propaganda. Any attempt at doing so
is penalized by long-term imprisonment or death.

On the other hand this powerful Soviet pro_
paganda machine preaches about the workers,
paradise and unheard of freedom of the Soviet
people, throughout the western worrd armost as
freely as it does at home. rt is aided and abetted
by its Fifth Columns: its ,,peace 

Congresses,, and
"SIav Congresses,,, etc. W'hen we consider that
the ussR has milions of sympathizers in the'west, even among intellectuals, we cannot really
say that ttlis false propaganda has been wholy
ineffective.

It is obvious that this state of affairs requires
that the West take appropriate, systematic and
decisive steps to combat this undermining work,
otherwise a paradox may come about: slaves
may convert free people into their slaves.
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The Russian Empire is not only preparing a
military conquest of the West; it has also set in
motion weapons of destruction which cannot be
measured in material terms but which may play
a decisive role in a future conflict of the two
worlds. This weapon is ideological propaganda
and Moscow exploits it methodically and with de-
termination everywhere, including the United
Nations forum.

So far this iinstrument has been quite suc-
cessful in Moscow's hands. Through the use of
it, coupled with Western inertia, she has seized
control of a large part of Europe. When the
Marshall Plan checked further Soviet expansion
westward, Moscow shifted her attention east-
ward and there gained control of China with its
450 mill,ion people with little, if any, use of its
military resources. With the aid of China she is
preparing to "libetate" Burma, Malaya, Indonesia
and Indo-China, and no doubt in due time India
and Pakistan.

L,enin, Moscow's Mohammed, declared f,n his
time: "Russia, plus Germany, plus China and
India, would assure the victory of the Communist
ideal in the whole world." Stalin, the desciple of
Lenin, is fulfilling his master's creed. Thus he
has neared the borders of India and continues to
sow the false seed of Communism in Africa, South
America, and in the fields of the U.S.A., Canada,
and Iran.
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By means of such conflicts as the Korean
affair he wants to distract the attention of the
outside world from the fundamental danger; his
desire to weaken it with minor conflicts in order
to prepare for the knockout blow.

At one time, when Lenin was dispatching
several regiments to the occupied Ukraine he
gave the following order to the Commander Anto-
nov-Ovsienko. "You are to promise to the Ukrain-
ians Literally everything they may ask for; once
we are established we will act in our own way.,,

Stalin has fully learned these "noble', poli-
tical tactics and will promise peace while pre-
paring for the most gruesome of international
and civil wars; w,ill promise freedom while con-
cealing behind his back the fetters of slavery; he
will speak of democracy while desiring to subject
the world to Moscow's totalitarianism; he will
collect signatures petition,ing the abolition of
atomic weapons while he makes every effort to
increase his production of atom bombs.

INDISPENSABTE ANTIDOTES

What should the Western powers do under
the circumstances? It seems that without delay
they shoud adopt the following defensive measures
against Moscow's aggression :

1. Without delay they should strength,en and,
'insure the battle-readiness of all possible mititary
forces of the Atlantic Pact and, tho Uruiteit Na-
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tions. Even a superficial analysis of Moscow's
policy since the Revolution of 1917 indicates that
her imperialistic drive can be stopped only by
military force. Moscow has always taken ag-
gressive steps where she was stronger and sure
of victory. As a result of a compromising policy,
and in some instances with the tacit support of
the Western W'orld, Moscow has now become
more brazen than ever. She may even decide to
provoke a World War. It might begin in Europe
or in the East, combined with submarine, air
and parachutist offensive against the American
continent. The West must be on the alert and
without hesitation adopt preventive measures in
the East which could forestall any surprise attack
from Moscow.

The early phase of the war in Korea showed
the Western Powers to be almost as unprepared
for surprise attack as at the time of Pearl Harbor.
As is proven now, it was a great, mistake to start
immediate demobilization after the war, in the
hope of proceeding with peaceful reconstruction,
when faced with an enemy such as Moscow. Im-
mediately following the war, while coaxing others
to disarm, Moscow undertook to reorganize her
own military power.

It would be impossible to find reasonable
arguments to justify a new Pearl Harbor or a new
Dunkirk. Under the circumstances it is not pos-
sible to speak of defence alone. It is a well-known
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axiom of strategy that defence alone cannot win.
One must be prepared to counter-attack.

In rits military preparation for self-defence
the West should not overlook the possibility or
the advisability of mobilizing divisions of troops
of different nationalities from among the political
refugees who have lived under Communist subju-
gation and who are impervious to Communist
propaganda. Such divisions fighting under their
own national colors, side by side with Western
soldiers, would be invaluable in supporting the
struggle for liberation in their homelands.
Neither can we overlook the fact that it is impos-
sible to close the defensive circle of Europe by
excluding Western Germany and Spa,in. This
fact becomes especially important when it is
recalled that in spite of the agreement to demili-
tafize Germany Moscow has already prepared in
her zone of Germany considerable armed forces
which would be used in the first lines in case of
confl,ict with the West. It is therefore imperative
that anti-Communist formations should be
brought into being in Western Germany.

2. Tactics of compromise sltould be dropped
completely. For some unknown reasons there are
still politicians in the West who believe in the
possibility of reaching a compromise with Mos-
cow. Moscow compromises only when it suits her
own interests, without the slightest regard for
democratic ideals. 'We have had proof of this
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over and over again. Neither will Moscow honor
her treaties, unless compelled to, if they interfere
w,ith the execution of her general plan for world
domination. It is useless tg hope that obsequious
trips to Moscow will ever solve the problem of
peace. Such actions only lower the prestige of the
Western World in the eyes of the Soviet people and
encourage further Moscow aggression.

3. Th,ere should be & determined driae
agui,nst the actiaities of Moscow's Fifth, Columns
in the West and the Gooernment apparatus
should be tltoroughlA cleansed of Moscaw sAtnpor
thizers. The great benefits of democratic freedom
ought to be enjoyed only by those who are pre-
pared to defend them and not by those who for
one reason or another would exchange them for
Red Fascism. The activities of Fifth Columnists,
functioning under the unified direction of Mos-
cow, are aimed against their own country and
countrymen, thousands of whose lives may be
sacrificed as a result.

What guarantee is there that the atom-bomb
espionage affair will not be repeated with the
hydrogen bomb or some other instrument of
defence prepared by the West, so long as Com-
munist sympathizers are allowed to sit in respons-
ible positions? Western governments should give
serious thought to the fact that at the decisive
moment such persons may cause irreparable
damage or even bring catastrophe upon their
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people. Do democratic governments have the
rght :at this point, when their oriln people are
falling in battle against Communism, to tolerate
Comrnunist. traitors in their midst?

Can the West still afford the conitinued
influx of Moscorv's prop aganda and films, support
for Communist foreign-language papers, and the
organization here of various subversive "Peace"
and "Slav" congresses? The fiaseo of American
Far Eastern policy should serve as a fair warning
of the consequences of following the advice of of-
ficials who are sympathetie towards Moscow.

4. The ideals of Democracy should be posted,
clearly on the battle ba,nners, and eooperatian
witlt Moscout at the UN should be disconti,nued,.
Although Moscow signed the Atlantic Charter
during lVorld War II, she had no intention of
honoring her signature, which was appended
simply to ensure greater supplies of American
Lend-Lease. The Western World was not able to
fulfill the wonderful promises of the Charter. For
the quarter of the earth's surface which has falenl
under Sov.iet rule these promises have perished
in the dust.

' The forthcoming inevitable war with Moscow
imposes upon the West the need for ideological
\ileapons, without which there can be no victory.
These ideals are already recorded in the Ailantic
Charter. They should be posted now as slogans
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in the chambers of the UN, and tomorrow on:'the

When the Western powers raise their voices
in protest against slavery, oppression and totali-
tarian methods, should they sit in council at the
same conference table with representatives of the
Soviet regime which is the greatest practitioner
of slavery, coercion and totalitarian methods? 

'

The United Nations will be able to cope with
aggression only when, following Hoover's adyicer
they purge themselves of Communist participa-
tion which simply exploits the UN for its own
false propaganda. In the Iight of Moscow's 39
breaches out of 40 treaty obligations with the
U.S., her 38 vetoes in the UN and her demagogic
tactics at all international gatherings, further
Western cooperation with the USSR means only
additional sacrifice of principle

It is now apparent to most people that the
Nuremberg trials lowered the dignitf of Western
justice beeause Stalin's criminals were allowed
to sit on the bench, to judge HiUer's criminals.
It should be apparent today that for the same
reason Moscow's participation in the UN lowers
the prestige of that body in the eyes of, those who
know Moscow's regime for what it is, and who ,

are struggling for the realization of the ideals
of the Atlantic Charter. These ideals should have
the uncompromising support of United Nations.
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6. Communist portie,s should be outlau;ed,
and, the true face of Moscow and lter Fifth, Co-
Iumns thoroughly erposed. The so-called liquida-
dation of the Comintern during the war was
wholly fictitious and only calculated to extract
greater assistance from the West. In this respect
Moscow succeeded notably. It is, after all, a fact
that Allied armies were ordered not to proceed
beyond an agreed line in Europe, which enabled
Russian hordes to flood vast areas of Europe
which the Allies could have occuppied. Can there
still be any thinking persons who doubt that this
ach.ievement of Moscow's false propaganda, the
supposed suppression of the Comintern, brought
great advantages to the Soviets at the expense of
the Allies ? The victory which had been gained
over German totalitarianism by the noble sacri-
fices of Western soldiers was, thanks to Commu-
nist sympathizers in the West, offered to Stalin
on a platter.

Stalin's affairs throughout the world are
looked after by the Cominform. The subversive
network of the Cominform, thanks to the exagge-
rated tolerance of democracy, enjoys far too great
a freedom of action against democracy. With the
aid of a free press and through.the medium of
free speech it is still able to poison the minds of
millions of people. It is h'igh time this was stop-
ped ! Sound logic and the instict of self-preserva-



tion demand that the activities of Communist
parties on behalf of Moscow should be suppressed.

But what is even more important, we should
use every possible means to expose to the masses
of the Western World the true face of the
"workers' paradise" rin the Soviet Union. The
democratic press for some reason has so far ap'
proached this question very cautiously and super-
ficially, while Moscow on the other hand begins
the process.of indoctrinnating the minds of its
people with-hatred of the West at the kinder-
garten level. It is not suggested here that we
should follow suit and instill hatred of other
people in the minds of our people, but it is essen-

tial that Moscow's smiling Janus be unmasked.

Today it is virtually impossible for those
who have lived many years behind the Iron Cur-
tain and who have been impr,isoned in Siberian
concentration camps to gain the opportunity to
express themselves on the pages of the larger
American newspapers. They should be given an
opportunity to say more to the Western World
about the true state of affairs under Soviet tyran-
ny. Perhaps these narratives would not be as

thrilling or as well written as the masterpieces
of mystery or adventure, perhaps they would
even be horrible at times, but they would tell
the truth which Moscow so jealously guards from
the rest of the world'. The Western World should



'know about'it in order to realize the type of ,lfree-
'dom" that Moscow has in store for it. This is also
vital in order to increase the moral resistance of
the free nations who as yet have not displayed a
proper awareness of this danger from Moscow.

, I can only repeat what I have already said:
if the people of the Western hemisphere slw the

. USSR as it really is, and roused themselves, the
extreme danger of Communism would cease to
exist in its present form.

, r 6., Ea.ery fprm of propaganda acti,rsity should
be launched aguinst Moscow on the territories of
,the USSR aayd, its satellites. There is no doubt in

. the minds of refugees from the USSR that in
case of military conflict the greatest threat to the
power of the Kremlin will arise inside the territo-
ry of the USSR. This is the force of dissatisfac-

"tion of the greater part of the population of the
:national republics of USSR against the Russian
policy of dornination, and the Soviet regime as a
Whole. While engaged in organizing Fifth Co-
Iumns throughout the world the USSR has, right
on her own territory, in her own dissatisfied min-
orities, an open field for the most dangerous of

, Fifth Columns.' Some indication of the possib,ilities of this,'Fifth Column within the USSR came to light at
the Nuremberg trial: duting the first seven
months of war on the Eastern front almost four

, million Bed Army officers and men became Ger-



malr prisqnerg-qf-war, These were the best armed-
front Jine soldiers, but they were also tf,e typical'r
representatives of the Soviet civilian people. -Nor'
Would the Soviet civilian population have reacted.
differently to the question of defence of the 'tfa.
therland" had not the stupid policies adopted by
the Germans changed their whole attitude. :

It should also be noted that following the
first German blows unbelievable panie and dis-'
organization reigned deep in the Soviet-'territory,
hundreds of kilometres away from the front. This
applied primarily to industry, agriculture and
transport. Under this panic and disorganizatisn
numerous instances of sabotage were concealed
by those who wished the defeat of Moscow and.
her gross ineptitude of Communist administra-
tion.

After thirty years of severe oppression, ppy-
ing and terror the people :of the USSR have
Iearned to be exceedingly careful and would
therefore undertake mass anti.Communist.actions
only if they saw that the system of control im-
posed by the NKVD and the Communist party
was breaking down. Their caution is quite under-
standable under the circumstances because open
aetivity without arms and organization would
only lead to a complete annihilation of the revo- .

Iutionists.
Unfortunately the 'Western World has com-

pletely neglected its allies in the USSR. Not only
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are
do

the potential forces, but the active ones who
presently operating as insurgent units,
not receive the necessary encourage-

ment, to say nothing of material support,
from the W'est. Perhaps the Western
powers do not real,ize the importance of this po-
tential ally in case of war. Perhaps they do not
realize that without the participation of that
ally, and without decisive action directed to his
support, it is virtually impossible to overcome
Russia's vast territory.

For this reason it is essential now to under-
take an energetic counter-attack of propaganda
against Moscow on her own territories if only to
give moral support to our neglected allies and to
strengthen their belief rin eventual liberation. It
is not to be expected that such propaganda would
bring about an internal revolt in the USSR. It
would, [owever, build up a most valuable poten-
tial for the Western World in the event of war.
It would save the lives of vast numbers of people
in the W'est and would be one of the most import-
ant elements of victory.

Western action of this kind has so far been
Iimited to the insignificant attempts of the ..Voice
of America". In this connection it must be noted
that the outlook of the people of Eastern Europe,
and particularly the population of the USSR, is
completely different from that of western people.
Whereas here public opinion is influencld by
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straight news (which is what the "Voice of Ame'
rica" seeks to give), behind the Iron Curtain that
is not enough. There the desired propaganda
effect can only be achieved by substantial and
sharp commentaries regarding facts and events.

I should like to quote one interesting example
of this: while in Europe I once heard a report
over the "Voice of America" that, I think it was
in the state of Minnesota, many teachers were
leaving their profession and going into the fac-
tories. There was no further comment. A few
days later I heard Moscow repeat this report of
"Voice of America" word for word and comment
in the following vein: "The frightful conditions
of capitalist exploitation are forcing American
public school teachers to quit teaching and take
up hard labor in order to save themselves and
their families from starvation."

Such a comment was easily understanable to
a Soviet person because a factory worker in the
USSR gets 100 to 200 more grams of bread daily
than does a school teacher. I have no doubt that
most of the Soviet listeners imagined that Aemri-
can teachers undertook hard labor to get for
their starving families those additional one or
two hundred grams of bread.

This kind of "objective" report by the "Voice
of America" served little purpose, in any case;

but having decided to include it some effort ought
to have been made to explain that the average
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Iegates to the supreme council) etc., and all this
without permits or ration cards. And that in
spite of this teachers go to work in factories,
obviously to earn more.

,That is more or Iess how facts should be ob_
jectively commented upon for the sov.iet listener.
As far as economic propaganda is concerned this
would enable him to understand and realize more
readily what a beggar he is in comparison with

: th'e '{enslaved" inhabitants of the West.
So much for the significance and influence of

a commentary; as far as the content of the pro-
paglanda ,is concerned, it should be so varied as
to reflect upon all those problems and interests
which occupJr the minds of the majority of So-
viet inhabitants. Such questions are ,rrl dir.u.-'sed there such discus-
sions mig th. They Iie
hidden in soul ard oc-
casionally come to light only in the immediate
farnily circle or in ttre intimate gathering of
closest friends.
, W'hen at times f, too, closed the doors and

.windows and tuned to a low-tuned foreign station
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I wanted to hear about the activities of our emi-
gres abroad. I wanted to hear sharp criticisms of
Soviet internal policies and her press. I wanted
to hear protest from abroad against te-rror and
slavery, and finally a voice which would bring
hope of national and social liberation from Soviet
servitude.

These are the interests of the Soviet listener
and the source of his necessary moral support.
Such support alone can eventually ensure the
services of these people towards democratic ends.

Broadcasts about Peter I and Ivan the Terrible
and other determined defenders of Russian im-
perialism, which are to be heard over the "Voice
of America" in Ukrainian languages will not in-
duce a Soviet national minorities citizen to run
the risk of listening to the foreign radio.

In view of the enormous potential strength
of the nations enslaved by Moscow, broadcast
time should be made available to emigre leaders
of these nations. It should be realized that it is
not for the benefit for Western democracies to
have Russian emigres placed in charge of Ukrain-
ian broadcasts over "Voice of America" for it
tends to weaken the most persistent nationalist-
liberation ferment in the USSR.

Well informed people believe that there are
about two million short wave receiving sets on
the other side of the Iron Curtain. Of course
most of them belong to bighly placed officials,
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members of the Communist party and ttre NKVD.
Ordinary people, especially in the villages, do not
have the possibilities to hear short wave broad-
casts. They have greater access to medium wave
receivers tuned to powerful and nearby stations,
especially those which can be received by the so-
called detector sets.

Thus to insure the widest possible radio pe-
netration of the Soviet Union, stations must be
used which can be tuned in on the simplest re-
ceivers. To this should be added balloons which
would scatter over Soviet territory propaganda
leaflets, appeals, brochures, etc. Such propaganda
action would reinforce radio since leaflets can be
passed from hand to hand.

Moscow has been powerfully aided in con-
quering large territories and spreading her Fifth
Column network throughout the world by an ag-
gressive all-embracing propagada. As a matter
of self defence the democratic world should un-
dertake similarly active counter propaganda
against Russian imperialism and its lies. This
should be undertaken without delay. Neither
should such counter propaganda be hampered by
diplomatic etiquette or any hesitations about in-
terference in Bussian internal affairs. Moscow
herself does not take these things into considera-
tion.

In the same way
subversive activities

a stop should be put to the
of the Fifth Columnists,
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having first made it clear to them that democratic
rights do not apply to their clandestine activities.
There is no time to lose. These things should be

done today; tomorrow may be too late.

THE FTOOD SHOUTD BE CHECKED

It is said that when an ostrich is faced by
extreme danger he hides his head in the sand.

What other picture can one draw of those who
are seeking to compromise with Moscow ? This
quest for an illusory peace by covering one's eyes

and asking others to do the same ought to be

rejected because it could have dire consequences.
The Red imperialism of Moscow will never give
up its ambition to rule the world. No one can
safely close his eyes to this.

Russian imperialism will always be directed
towards this end although in the face of powerful
resistance it might vary its tactics. It might with-
draw in one place to strengthen its position in
another only to return to the first objective even-

tually. Such is the situation in Germ&trY, China,
Greece and Korea. Moscow will continue to pro-
voke, and inflict upon the Western powers'
greater or lesser military conflicts operating, in
most cases, through the military forces of its
satellites in order to drain the military resources
of the West and thereby gain time to prepare her-
self for the decisive blow in due course.

Such provocative activity will be accompa-
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nied as usual by widespread propaganda about
how peace-loving she is until such a moment when
she can place her Muscovite jackboot upon the
neck of her victim.

The dark forces of Moscow are similar to a
flood which threatens to inundate all of the con-
tinents. It cannot be stopped either in Germany
or Korea, for its source is in Moscow. Only a
united, determined and uncompromising military
action of the whole free world, combined with
the Fifth Column within the USSR, can stem that
flood; this action must be directed against Mos-
cow, the fountain head of this floocl.

The policy of appeasement and compromise,
which was prevalent in Teheran, yalta, potsdam
and Chinan has resulted in the fact that whereas
Stalin entered the war with a population less
than 200 million he now has under his control
almost a billion people, and is reaching out for
the second billion. He is straining every effort to
realize a way of life graphically described by
George Orwell in his book ',Nineteen Eighty-
Four"; this is no fantasy, but a clear preview of
what is entirely possible.

Read that book and decide for yourself
whether you want to be included in that second
billion to fall on your knees before the throne of
Stalin !
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THE INKVD GET THEIR MAN
During a I'tterature erarn in a Sotsiet Unt'tsersi'ty

the eramiiter turned, to a non-partg student and sternly
asked, "Who wrote 'War and Peace'?"

"I d.idn't," ansu)ered the student, alarmed.

Appal,Led, at such a disptay- of ignorance he hastened
to repbrt the inctdent to the dean.

"Don't fret so Iuan luanooich-, MaAbe he really
didn't do rt,t' The dean luras sam,pathetic.

th.e d.ean and the student u)ere absent from the Uni-
uersitg and a feu daEs l"qtgr l-uan Ioanoutch recetued a
telepione call-from his friend in the NKVD.

"I tol.d. Aou not to 'tDomE," he announced with
pride. "Thrytue both confessed."

NOT FAR ENOUGH
A Souiet judge had iust sentence-d a peas-ant to ten

Aears tn a cdncentration cqmp in the Far North and'
asked the prtsoner if he had anything to sag.

"Yes," the man answered, "Is that pilace also under
Souiet rul,e?"

"Olt,, of co7lrse," the iudge readilg repli,ed.

"WelL then, if it r.sn't too muclt, trouble, please
rne a Littl.e farther au)dY."


